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Benefit Concert
Student musicians will stage II benefit concert to aid the strike fund,
today from I to p.m. Tlie performance will take plare in the C1111134,
Union Ballroom. There is so, charge,
but donations will be accepted.

I

Joan Baez Here
Folk singer Joan Baez will speak today at 12:30 p.m. on the ROTC field
in a non -sliming appearance sponsored by the San Jose Draft Reelslance. Joining Miss Baez wllJ be Ira
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A.S. RUN-OFF ELECTION OPENS TODAY

MIKE BUCKLEY, BILL LANGAN, JIM SELF

RANDY KERN, JOHN MERZ, RON HARBECK

SJS Book Shelvers
Threaten To Strike
S.75 Library shelvers yesterday threatened to strike if steps were not
taken to improve "the deplorable conditions which exist for students trying
.
to use library facilities."
In a statement released yesterday by the Shelvers’ Strike Committee,
the shelvers complained that the library shelves and sorting areas are in
a "chaotic state."
Demands made by the Strike Committee include the hiring of a full-time
working supervisor and at least six additional shelvers.
In addition, requests were made that they be given "regular status as
workers" entitled to such benefits as paid legal and political holidays, time
and a half for Sunday work and a living wage.
At a meeting Monday evening, the shelvers signed a pact stating that
if any of the shelvers were penalized for strike activities "the place (library) will be shut down."
Two reasons given for the present situation were: the retirement of stack
supervisor Phillip Richards and insufficient number of student shelvers to
control book circulation.
With Richards’ retirement, about 60 hours of work per week were lost,
according to a shelvers’ spokesman. "The amount of work represented
by these hours is being taken up in the work of the student shelvers
obviously this is an impossible situation," the statement continues.
According to the spokesman, the student shelvers are still working the
same number of hours as they were before Richard’s retirement. "This
represents a reduction of about 25 per cent in shelving time."
Currently there are only 17 shelvers and according to the American
Library Association (ALA) standards there should be 30, the spokesman
stated.
Dr. Stuart Baillie, library director, explained additional shelvers could
not be hired this late in the year. However, he said, arrangements can be
made for present employees to work additional hours.
As of yesterday, Dr. Baillie stated none of the students involved had yet
spoken to him about their demands.
The committee claims that presently there are 600 shelves of books to
be re-shelved compared to 30 shelves last year. However, according to
C. Ralph Morse, circulation department head, the number of books to be
shelved are common for this time of the year.
In support of their request for additional benefits, one spokesman said,
"The library student assistants at SJS are the lowest paid in the entire
state."

Merz and Langan Reach for Presidency
By SANDY ROOKAIRD
Daily Staff Writer
A.S. election run-offs between the
tickets of Bill Langan and John Merz,
candidates for A.S. president, and Reggie Toran and Andy McDonald, attorney general candidates will take place
today and tomorrow.
Polls will be open today and tomorrow from 8:30 a.m. until 7:30 p.m.
Voters need only present their student
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involvement in Southeast Asia, according to William and Carla Becker of
the Southeast Asia Educational Center.
Located in JC141, the center provides continuous programs from 8:30
a.m. to 10 p.m. for those with general
questions concerning U.S. involvement
in S.E. Asia.
A video tape, which will be shown
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C.U. Scene: Rap Sessions
A series of informal talks and teachins, are scheduled for today and Thursday in the Umunhum Room of the
College Union.
The talks, at 10 a.m., noon and 2
p.m., will be led by "experts" in their
respective fields,
Today’s talks will include "Communication with Middle America," by Dr.
Jack liurLweil of electrical engineer-

ing; "Facism at Home and Abroad,"
by Professor Gene Bernhardi and
"Communism and Revolution," by Dr.
Snell Putney, sociology.
Thursday, last day of the Umunhum
teach -ins, will cover "What has Happened to America?" by Dr. Robert
McNair, sociology; "Imp Been There,"
by Mrs. Pat Martin and Jim Lashley,
and "Racism and Imperialism," by Professor Bub Allen, Black Studies.
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Vote Vote Vote
Both A.S. executive slates urge students to vote today and tomorrow in
the election run-off. Vying for top positions of A.S. President, Vice-president
and Treasurer are the Merz Ticket of
John Merz, Randy Kern and Ron Herbeck and the Renaissance 70 Ticket
of Bill Langan, Jim Self and Mike
Buckley.
"In the past two weeks, John, Randy
and myself have shown and expressed
our feelings on pertinent issues and
have taken definite action," stated
Harbeck.
He questioned the whereabouts and
actions of Bill Langan on vital current
issues.
Harbeck said that although there
are still many shortcomings on this
campus, SJS has become more of a
place to develop and learn what life
is about. This campus has formed into
more of a community where students
place more relevancy on moral, social
and ethical aspects of life, besides education.
"Students know where we three

’Project Teach-In’ Continues Series
"Project Teach-In" continues today
with discussions on "U.S. Foreign Policy in Underdeveloped Nations," the
causes of violence, a video-taped panel
discussion on the Indochina War and
open forums:
The Community Education Center
was formed to educate students, faculty and community members on U.S.

body card and sign the register to
receive the ballots. There will be two
ballots, one containing presidential, and
attorney general candidates and the
Child Day Care Center referendum, the
other containing ROTC referendum.
Campus voting locations include Seventh Street. the area between the College Union and the Spartan Cafeteria,
in front of the old Science Building,
by the Education Building, in the high

on campus closed-circuit television, was
produced in the Audio-Visual Department by Professors Gerald Wheeler,
James High, Claude Buss, Harris Martin and George Moore of the History
Department.
Informational packets are available
in JC141 where all presentations are
being held.
SCHEDULE FOR TODAY
TIME
SUBJECT
SPEAKER
1:30 a.m. Dr. Peter King, open
Humanities
930 a.m. Dr. Claude Buss, open
History
10:30 a.m. Dr. Claude Buss, open
History
11:30 a.m. Dr. George
Q and A session
Moore, History
2:30 p.m. Dr. Wallace
U.S. Foreign
Berry, Pot Ssi. Policy in under.
developed
Nations
3:30 p.m. Dr. Harris Martin:CI and A session
History
4:30 p.m. Television tape, U.S. in I.E. Asia
Panel
6:00 p.m. Mike Torrence open
7:00 p.m. open
open
1:00 p.m. open
open
i00 p.m. open
open

stand on the issues and what we can
do."
Langan stated that the results will
be clear cut if people use thcir vote.
"Let us look at the issue of Cambodia and SE. Asia. We have spoken
on radio and T.V. to the community
on the issue, initiated a telegram drive
that received over 1,000 signatures the
first day and worked on community
projects.
"Our opponents actions of leading
the sit in and takeover of the administration building only served to weaken
the broad base necessary for a movement. This highlights the differences
between our tickets," he concluded.

rise dorm and in front of the Reserve
Book Room across from Centennial
Hall.
This year’s campaign for A.S. offices
began under what were relatively normal college circumstances.
Five tickets were in the running:
Kelly, Langan_ Iletatg, Minsky, and
Robertson.
The first voting took place April 28
and 29 with more than 5,000 students
turning out. Merz polled the highest
number of votes, 1877, for 37 per cent
of the count, while Langan placed second with 1708, 31 per cent. Grady
Robertson received 845 votes, Bob
Kelly 373, and Joanne Minsky 245.
The "Renaissance 70" ticket, consisting of Bill Langan, presidential candidate, Jim Self, vice presidential candidate and Mike Buckley for treasurer
pledged to provide "a responsible and
creative direction for the A.S. government." In addition, Langan called for
"an end to polarization" on campus,
strong EOP support and continued AS,
funding of intercollegiate athletics.
The Merz ticket consisting of presidential candidate John Merz, vice-presidential candidate Randy Kern, and
treasurer candidate Ron Harbeck geared its campaign to the accomplishments of the Edward’s administration
and cast itself in the incumbant role.
Among the issues endorsed by Merz

were strong support for EOP, a gradual withdrawal of A.S. athletic funding and no credit for ROTC.
A run-off election was scheduled for
May 6-7 to decide between the presidential slates and two Attorney General candidates, Reggie Toran (who
came wjthin .5 percent of the vote of
winning in the first election) and Andy
McDonald.
One week after the election results
were announced, President Nixon appeared on national television to make
his Cambodian policy statement.
The events which followed are well
known.
Wednesday, May 6, brought not only
the first day of the run-off election,
but a peaceful march of 3,000 students
through the streets of San Jose.
Governor Reagan’s decision that day
to close all California state colleges
and universities Thursday and Friday
disrupted the election process.
In the rescheduled run-off election
today and tomorrow students will not
only have a choice to make on A.S.
president, vice-president, treasurer, and
attorney general candidates, but also
have to decide on the Child Day Care
Center and ROTC referendums.
In the run-off election between
James Edwards and Jim McMasters
last fall, 7,828 students voted, a record
turn-out for SJS,

New Program Added

Asian Studies Here Next Year
Asian American studies will be joining Black and Mexican American ethnic studies programs on this campus
next year.
The SJS undergraduate studies committee, two weeks ago, approved a tentative program for those wishing to
minor in the field.
The program must still be approved
by the Academic Council and the
Chancellor’s office; however, approval
is expected as a matter of course, according to Dr. Kichung Kim, faculty
coordinator.
Courses tentatively scheduled for the
fall semester is introduction to the

Asian American studies, Social Psychology of the Japanese American,
History of the Philippines, and others
as yet unspecified.
"The two main problems now are
getting people and teachers," related
Doug Tsuchuiya, one of the student
originators of the program.
"Because we were approved so late,
the courses being offered will not be
in the fall schedule of classes . . . so
we need a lot of publicity over the
summer. . . ."
"Finding people to teach the courses
S also a problem," Asian students
plan to work all summer interviewing

’You Got It All Wrong’
"You got it all wrong," complained
Earl Braud, information chairman of
the BSU who was at last Saturday’s
"Spring-In" concert.
He was referring to the Spartan
Daily’s account of the fight that broke
out between the Hell’s Angels and
Black security pc:ople during that concert.
’The Hell’s Angels were not ’set

upon’ like the article said," he continued, ,
"The fight started between
two individuals, one Black and one
Hell’s Angel ... Security moved in to
break up the fight . . . the Hell’s
Angels evidently thought we were going after their brother and from there
it. erupted into total violence"
Three members of the HSU objected
to the article yeatarclay in a meeting
with Daily reporters.

prospective faculty members.
One other problem, according to
Matsuo Furuyama, another of the student originators, with the study of
Asian Americans is that there is so
little organized material to study from.
"It is really amazing how little authorative material is written on
Asians," he said. He pointed out that
what impressions people do have of
an Oriental is sometimes negative,
sometimes positive, usually very false."
-For instance," he continued, "Nobody thought that the Chinese had
any problems. Recent studies, though,
have only begun to uncover the problems of poverty, alienation, suicide
and T.B. that plague Chinatown."
"I would say that half the Asian
Americans on campus know hardly a
thing about their past."
Asian Americans, according to the
Ombudsmen’s office comprise the
largest ethnic minority on this campus.
In a survey taken several months before, 90 per cent of a half Asian half
White student sampling indicatud it
would be interested in taking at least
one Asian American course.
A Filipino, Chinese, Japanese student group calling itself the Progressive Asian American Coalition has been
working to implement the program for
two years.
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’Renaissance’
Speaks Out
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By BILL LANGAN
JIM SELF
MIKE BUCKLEY
Today the campus has a chance to decide
on the direction for student government
for the coming year.
Elections are on, and we urge the student body to use its vote. The time is not
the best for A.S. elections, but we believe
it would be a mistake to leave the campus
without A.S. officers for next year.
gradAll students are eligible to vote
uate and undergraduate, full and part time.
You have a vote that will definitely count
as to which way this campus will go if
you use it.
BROAD BASE
In any broad base movement, a broad
base of support is necessary to make it
successful. Administration building takeovers do not get us together, but educational re-direction will.
As for education re-direction that will
include a large segment of the campus, an
executive slate that will push for this goal
is a necessity. Ours is such a slate, the one
with the three strongest individuals.
Today, use your vote it will count!

ditorials

Paradise Lost?
tie College Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke has proposed changes in faculty retetanal and griev mires that would. if implemented. increase his stranglehold on
the college system. irtually destroy Inca I campus autonomy, and set the Chancellor up as a near dictator ov er admini-t rat ion. students. and faculty.
The proposals v, ill most direetly affect SJS timing!’ the case of fired psychology
final action on an SJS
prefessor Dr. 111dred E. Rutherferd. Dr. Moltke is as
gricdoce panel% recianmendation to retain Dr. Rutherford until after the Board
art- MI the proposals at their Nla y 27-28 meeting.
.,1
If the Trustee- enact the proposals. Dr. Rutherford’s only recourse will be a
!wig and costly. court battle.
The Chancellor’s new reclommendations are:
1) That disciplinary charges against prefessors be heard by a hearing officer
siIeeteil friom a panel t if retireil juilges. instead of by faculty committee;
which has had final say in
That the statewide panel of faculty II tin
-;...ted rase- become only an tidy isiory boaril too the Chancellor;
; That hearings be closed to the press and the general public;
11 ’Float the ail-used profe-sor not be alliotted ti. have an attorney present.
Dr. Jerome Richfield. chairman of the state.w it he Academic Senate has called
the /ohm -imoinous." Dr. Richfield is guilty. of an understatement.
Ile plan is intiolerable. The council of pre- ident, of the California State Colleg,- has expressed opposition to the proposal-. a- has the executive committee of
the SJS 1cademic Council.
The A.S. Council hopefully will add its Oirr to the rising opposition, as
should the A.S. executives.
more effective form of protest. as proven in the past, is the method of "packing" the trustees’ meeting. Students and faculty should flood the meeting room
on May 27-2:1. registering their indignation.
Should the-i. measures pas-. they will go a long way toward destroying what.
on the Chancellor.
a’. er reins the state college- I:a

Another Reliable Source
noost students have noticed. another newspaper has sprung into existence
on this campus as a result of the stilt lent strike.
Not hound by Title V. Journalism Department rations, or "election coverage
guidelines." Spartan Daily On Strike" is a truly student-owned-and-operated
publication.
W lode the regular Spartan Daily is not allowed to take a stand in the current
VS. eleetien. 1 hi Strike" is bound by no such limitations. Its reporters are
free to look into the backgrounds ef the twia remaining candidates and their
late- and come up with Whatever ’lurks or editorial stand they feel obligated
publish.
l’er this reason, we recommend Spartan Daily "On Strike" as another reliable
source for A.S. election information.

"ExCuse me, I didn’t mean io call you hums students."

ARTAN DAILY

Staff Comment
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Asiaa Vv7ar Strikes Home
By RE \b1’ BA\ ER
!,ossihility of a
"One recognizekilled in the
friend or .1111Sel1
.mt ’lolly realizes it
Vietnam War, but si,
could happen to sort it’’ liekl1OUS."
So said the widow of a twelity.1111C-year.
old soldier who was killed in
She niade this coniment during a llonday
night telesisioll program. -Thssing in Randolph,- iln story of the loss ,liffered by
this soldier’s friends and family due to his
death in March.
Randolph is a small farming community
in New York.
This youthful soldier had tenet’ in the
Peace Corps as .an eqdr1een-eal.0141 and
"had helped Indians realize that White
people were hi. friends," according- to his
wife.
enlisted. he told his wife,
When he
"I do not think I can kill ans one." His
wife said that. (luring training, written on
the blacklmard were the Word, Kill, Kill,
Kill," and that during basic training the

soldiers were required to repeatedly yell
this.
With my only brother, who recently
turned 21, in the Marines and serving a
tour in Southeast Asia, I feel able to relate to their thoughts and grievances.
In a letter 1 received from him earlier
the same day. he said his battalion landing
team t ill li stopped at Subic Bay (the
little Tijuana of Asia) for six days of ship
repair, then "The Instant Freak Out"
Cambodia.
"We did a C.S.M.O. (Collect shit and
move out) on May 8," he said.
On May 9, his and another BLT headed
for Da Nang Harbor to "go or do God
knows what!" "I think it has something to
do with Cambodia," he continued.
The ending of his letter said his BLT is
suppose to return to Subic Bay, Philipines,
May 21, then lease for Okinawa on May
21l. "That is if Tricky Dicky- doesn’t decide to do something drastic in Cambodia."
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Should ROTC Remain on College Campuses?

DR. LEON L1NDEROTH
anal Letters Division
",operior College
I:111
the canmus?
81,:1.11 \ GS THERE, DAMN IT!!
The
belongs on campus.
It belong there just as much as nwolicine. thi casting, or secretarial science. It
lot a- awry because it’s better there than
at V. tst Point.
It belongs there, damn it. because it’s
patriotic to have it there, and patriotism
is a good thing.
We don’t throw a profession off campus
because we disagree with SUMP of the work
that some of the members of that profession arc doing, or the way they are oloing
it. Abortionists are murderers,
abortionists are doctors: ergo throw the medical
schools off the campus. Nonsense!
We suspect - - %r don’t know for certain,
you understand. but we do suspect - - that
some of the Hi VIC instructors aren’t qualified to join our exalted ranks of academia.
Bull!
FIRST TO SCREAM
Those who question the academic anal
professional nature of ROTC professors
wou141 be the first to scream in anguish at
the challenge of their own colleagues by
an administrator or a student. The first,
too, to establish their exclusive petlagogical right in their classroom, no matter how
ineffivient, or irregular their own
lectures.
The ROTC instructor 1111A earned his
right to be in the military ((victim classroom through experimicm as demanding,
and for more dangerous, than that of the
teacher of computer programming or
swimming.
Tlwre should be little need to note that
thairomii. XrIs

AC
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the right of one individual to object to
ROTC is no stronger than the right of
another individual to approve. If a student
aspire- to ,erve in the ROTC and so receive
a ,1Ig1111 1.1vvated position in the military
service that follows, he deserves a right to
try for that position.
If he is simply a patriot and wishes to
serve, thank God. There are too few such
men left.
’WAR IS EVIL’
Too many students and professors reason speciously that because war is evil (and
who would disagree) the history and nature of war should not be studied. The
Bop: trains men to kill, they say. Humbug! The ROTC trains men to defend, and
if need 1.i. the, to protect our right to criticize our institutions, including the ROTC.
Strangely, those who are most vocal in
their demand that ROTC be cast out are
the very people who complain of the inroads of the Defense Establishment, the
Nery people who most fear a coup by a
pint er-limogry military elite.
Vet ato ROTC graduate brings to the
anistic view that will act as
arm’. the I
ha lance to the "military mind," as it is
called. The Colonel Blimps (and they do
exist, though in far smaller number than
the SOS would have us believe) can he
controlled only from within. The intelligent, liberally educated lieutenant of today
is the intelligent, liberally educated colonel
of 12 or 13 years from now providing the
college has done the job it clahna it can do.
Those who fear the rise of an American
Foreign Legion, loyal only to its own officers, must see that the fastest way of
bringing such an organization about is to
abandint the ROTC. For America’s sake,
let’s strengthen the ROTC, not destroy it.

PUTNFN
l’rol --or of Sociology
Probably 1 am not the only person on
campus who is confused. Many of the current issues are so complex, and tlie implications of different courses are so unclear,
that 1 find myself easily sss as ed by one
speaker or another. In fact, it seems as if
most viesspoints have their Scry own representatises within my head.
Three of these representatives within my
head are the pacifist, the liberal, and radical. And particularly on the subject of
ROTC on campus, they have bad some
spirited arguments. ’Ilse pacifist abhors the
presence of a program to train young men
for military activities such as are now occurring in Vietnam. The liberal concurs,
but insists that academic freedom nevertheless (14.mands that all viewpoints be heard
and taught within the academy. And the
radical shouts that the times are so litspenile that academie freedom is a luxury
compared to urgeney of any action which
would help to end the horror in Southeast
Asia. All three sounded convincing to me;
they should, for all three represent pretty
basic aspects of my personality.
TRYING TO DECIDE
Then, as I was trying to decide how to
stand on the ROTC issue, something,
clicked into place. What happened was
that I hulk a fresh look at the problem of
academie freedom, and the liberal in me
took off on a new train of thought.
lerstand it,
Academie freed( ..... as I
c ..... :nits tlw student and the instructor to
the pursuit and presentation of truth as
they see it, and commits the institution to
the protection of this process. The intended
result of acadentic freedom is an intellect-

’tally permissive environment wherein all
viewpoints can emerge and compete in
accordance with their merits. Consequently
the most abhorrent violation of academic
freedom is infringement of the free expression of the student or professor in the
elassrootn.
Now the presence of ROTC on campus has been defended in terms of academic freed
. How, it is asketl, could we
pretend to be defenders of academic freedom if we excluded Military Science from
the campus? Convinced though we may be
of the horror and futility of modern war,
should not every ’viewpoint he heard? And
should not the student who chooses to
undertake a career in the military have
the right to prepare himself accordingly?
Thus argued the liberal within my head
moil a couple of days ago.
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT
But let us look more closely at the
Bolt: Department. It is staffed by men
employed by the American military establishment. They are out campus not to
undertake the dispassionate pursuit of
truth, but to express an official viewpoint.
Students, while participating in the program. are expected to observe military
ruleo and customs vastly different from the
usual stuient role. In short, the whole program is an excellent example of what academic freed
is not!
Suppose that there were a department on campustitled perhaps the Military Institutions Departmentwhich was
operated just as any other social science
department. It would parallel the Economies Department or the Political Science
Department, hut instead of studying the
economy or the political structure, it

Con

would study the military. Suppose it were
staffed by Ph.D.s of varying political and
academic persuasions who operated under
academic freedom, that it determined its
own classes and procedures, admitted any
student who wished to enroll in its courses,
and subjected them to no discipline not
required of all students. Surely all would
defend the right of such a department to
exist on campus.
’CLEARLY OUTSIDE’
But the Military Science Department as
it exists bears no resemblance to this hypothetical Department of Military Institutions. As presently constituted ROTC,
would seem to be clearly outside the guarantee of academic freedom; it does not
and cannot practice the disinterested and
dispassionate analysis upon which academic freedom depends.
Therefore the removal of ROTC from
campus (with due regard to present contractual obligations) no longer raises for
me any question of academic freedom.
And as for career opportunities, the college has never promised to offer curricula
for every profession. There seem to be
plenty of career diplomats despite the fact
that the Department of State does not run
the Political Science Department.
And so, on this issue at least, I now find
the different parts of my head in agreement. The pacifist and the radical insist
that the presence of ROTC on campus
is morally abhorrent, and the liberal
agrees without feeling that academic freedom is at stake. Therefore I now urge
that, in a peaceful and orderly way, we
effect the removal of the Department from
a college scene to which it is inappropriately attached.

Nixon’s Policies

Candidates Take Stands
Ha KIT biLctiltisT
Special to the Daily
There is nation-wide concern
over the Southeast Asia crisis.
Letters and telegrams have been
sent; voices have been raised. A
radical change in policy is being
called for.
However, change can only be
effected if the right legislators
are put in office. Six Santa Clara
resdients are running for Congressional posts in the 9th and
10th districts. Their views vary.
as do their political parties, but

each has a strong stand on Nixon’s policy in Southeast Asia.
Their election can help decide
whether to support or rebuild
the present governmental outlook. Here are their stands.
Ninth Congressional District:
Alvina G. Young, American Independent Party, "Nixon is doing
the best he can, but the government should get out of the war
and let the Army take over.
People forget what a good job
the Army did in World War II."
Don Edwards, Democrat, the

AFT Refuses Invitation
To Dumke’s Meeting
"We do not plan to attend your
May 20 meeting because we do
not intend to be co-opted by the
Chancellor," stated Dr. Bud Hutchinson, executive secretary for
the American Federation of
Teachers (API’). in a letter written to Dr. C. Manse! Keene, assistant chancellor.
The May 20 meeting is for representatives of each faculty membership organization and the Academic Senate to meet with
members of the Chancellor’s staff
to discuss proposed changes in
the grievance and disciplinary
procedures for faculty members
in the California State Colleges.
The changes proposed by
Dumke would alter present procedures and give all important
decision making power to the
Chancellor, stated Hutchinson.
The faculty would, in essence, be
stripped of all meaningful power
if the proposed changes were
adopted.
"To lung the Chancellor has
played a game whereby he asserts that all faculty representatives, particularly the Academic
Senate, are involved in decisions
which are, in fact, his and his
alone. He has used the various
faculty groups to lend cover to
his own arbitrary rule. We think
it is time to call a halt to this
game," stated Hutchinson.
Art’s decision not to attend
the meeting is not a refusal to
consult with the Chancellor or
Trustees. "It is a refusal to play

meaningless games, games with
the rules set by Dunike," commented Hutchinson.
According to the AFT secretary, API’ members want a collective bargaining system whereby all terms and conditions of
employment are established
through negotiations between a
freely elected faculty agent and
the Trustees.
Furthermore, members want a
binding contract which would not
permit the Chancellor to alter
conditions of employment, including the grievance and disciplinary action procedures, whenever
It suits his purposes.

Publisher Seeks
Chicano Writing
iii ant, pssiry and
stories, are being sought by
Doubleday and Company for inclusion in a paperback anthology
to be printed this fall.
The material, published or unpublished, may be submitted to
Ed Ludwig at Spartan Bookstore.
Submissions must be by Chicanos
only, students or instructors, by
June 20.
Payment will be from l
to 2
cents a word, psyablos before
publication.

Art Students
Hold Exhibit
Against War

News Review

SJS art and craft students are
contributing their work to ending the war in Indochina and obtaining withdrawal of American
military forces from Southeast
Asia,
The students, called the Art
Coalition for Peace, will exhibit
and sell their work Wednesday
in the College Union Art Gallery.
The proceeds will be used to
support the campaign to get U.S.
forces out of Indochina, according to the coalition.
Among art and craft objects to
be displayed and sold will be
paintings, posters, photographs,
sculpture, pottery, glassware,
jewelery and stitchery.
Any person wishing to donate
works to the exhibition and sale
may take them to A102 or to the
art gallery on Wednesday. Artists
and craftsmen should price the
objects offered for sale.
The University Gallery in Barrow Lane on the U.C. Berkeley
campus also is presenting an exhibit called "Protest!" The exhibit features posters, political
cartoons, photographs and comment from all communications
media. The gallery is open from
noon to 5 p.m. everyday. There
Is no admission.

Inexpensive Housing at Dorms
California State College students traveling through the state
during the summer will be offered inexpensive housing at 12
state college dorms,
For a flat rate of $3 per night,
students may sleep in the dorms
at Cal State Fullerton, Cal State
Long Beach, Cal Poly Pomona,
Chico State, Fresno State, Humboldt State Sacramento State,
San Diego State San Fernando
Valley State, San Francisco
State, San Jose State, and Sonoma State. Some campuses will
assess a small additional charge
of about 50 cents for towels and
blankets.

Department Deplores
Invasion of Cambodia
Civil engineering and applied
mechanics department faculty
and students have added their
collective voice to the increasing
number of departments that have
explicitly denounced American
involvement in Southeast Asia.
In a policy statement dated
May 13, and released this week,
the department condemns "the
invasion of Cambodia" and finds
the war in Vietnam "repugnant
and morally indefeasible."
The statement praises students
and student organizations that
have "enhanced the educational
atmosphere of the campus" by
their rational and non-violent approach to issues of national concern.
Support will be given to student and student organization
anti -war movements, reads the
statement, as long as there is not
any interference or harassment
to faculty and students "whose
conscience may lead them to continue with their regular schedule
of classes."
The statement also calls for a
re-ordering of national priorities
in light of the "critical crises
and general malaise of American
Society at this time," in order to
effect a "more humane society."
The statement concludes by

incumbent, is known as a long
time critic of the Vietnam involvement, and was one of the
first congressmen to stand against
it. Referring to Cambodia, Edwards stated, "It is fantastic that
the US. should be a party to
this invasion." He has voted
against all war-related appropriations and demands immediate
withdrawal.
Jose M. Guerra, Republican, "I
support the Presidential policy in
Southeast Asia, including the
Cambodian action."
Tenth Congressional District:
Joyce W. Stancliffe, American
Independent Party, "Our Southeast Asia policy is treasonous,
atrocious and unconstitutional.
Our continuous long-range policy of spreading our wealth around
the world, meddling in foreign
lands and bankruptcy at home,
is consistent with our well
planned policy of National Suicide."
Charles S. Gubser, Republican,
member of the Armed Services
Committee, "I am opposed to the
acceleration or extension of the
war in Cambodia." Gubser, the
incumbent, originally supported
U.S. involvement in Vietnam.
Stuart D. McLean, Democrat,
demands an "immediate ceasefire, withdrawal of all troops from
Vietnam, and an end to peacetime draft and military aid to
Laos, Cambodia and Thailand."
The choice is yours.

Wednesday, May

imploring Acting President Hobert Burns to "reconsider his resignation as acting president and
the withdrawal of his name for
consideration for permanent
president."

Students will be asked to show
identification and driver’s licenses.
Advance reservation can be
made in writing to:
1. Mrs. Ruth Coopersmitla
Director of Housing
Cal Poly, Pomona
Kellog-Voorhis campus
Pomona, Calif. 91766
2. Mr. Spencer Bolich,
Director of Housing
Chico State College
First and Normal streets
Chico, Calif. 95926
3. Mr. Robert Brooks,
Housing Coordnaitor
Fresno State College
Shaw and Cedar Ave.
Fresno, Calif. 93726
4. Mr. Dudley Stier,
Housing Coordinator
Cal State Fullerton
800 North State College Blvd.
Fullerton, Calif. 92631
5. Mr. Jeff Wright,
Director of Housing
Humboldt State College
Arcata, Calif. 95521
6. Mr. Frank Bowman,
Director of Housing
Cal State Long Beach
6101 E. Seventh St.
Long Beach, Calif. 90804

Rule Magazine on Sale
An exclusive interview with
state college chancellor Glenn
Dumke, an article on homemade
wine, today’s garbage crisis, and
Linda Allen ,a vivacious lass, are
featured in May’s issue of Rule
Magazine, the Engineering Department’s la -semester publication.
Currently in its 10th year of
publication, Rule offers its readers non -technical articles plus a
Pictorial expose on Miss Allen,
May’s Rulemate.

Police Investigate
Attack on Students
The attack of three SJS students who were mistaken for policemen is currently under investigation by the San Jose Police
department.
George Cannon, assistant chief
of police, stated in a Monday interview, "We are now in the process of gathering evidence and
getting the facts together. Within two or three days we should
be ready to file charges with the
District Attorney’s office."
According to Cannell the exara I
charges will not be clear until
all the evidence is checked. No
arrests have been made.
M. R. Bye, Sgt. in the metropolitan unit of the SJPD, is in
charge of the investigation. He
stated Monday, "We are now collecting facts and attempting to
find witnesses in order to clear
this case up as quickly as possible." Bye urged anyone who
witnessed the attacks to call his
office, 292-3141, ext. 153,

7. Mr. James Cook,
Housing Manager
Sacramento State College
6000 J. St.
Sacramento, Calif. 95819
8. Dr. John Yarborough.
Director of Housing
San Diego State College
5402 College Ave.
San Diego, (wit 92115
9. Mr. Walter Bollinger,
Director of Housing
San Fernando Valley S.C.
18111 Nordhoff
Northridge, Calif. 91324
10. Mr. George Changan.%
Director of Housing
San Francisco State College
1600 Holloway Ave.
San Francisco, Calif. 94132
11. Miss Bernice Ryan.
Director of Housing
San Jose State College
125 So. Seventh St.
San Jose, Calif. 95114

With the rising problems at
SJS the college has found it
necessary to hire a Meter Maid.
The campus security office has
found that they are so short
handed in covering recent college activities that it was necessary to hire Mrs. Joyce Elaine
Brateher. Mrs. Bratcher will patrol the College Parking lets and
issue citations to parking violators.
The college found it necessary
to hire Mrs. Bratcher because of
the increasing number of parking violations in the various lots

GET IT!
Student Overseas Flights
for American-Application

for new International
Student Identity Card
SOFA c/o VIC
13509 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Cal. 91403
(213) 872-2283

GOT IT!
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Enemy Launches Heavy Attack

E.:

Compiled from AlmodaTed Preen

Enemy troops launched their
heaviest attacks in 2 days in
South Vietnam Tuesday, apparently to commemorate the 80th
birthday of Ho Chi Ming.
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong forces, who often celebrate
Communist anniversaries with
stepped-up assaults, shelled more
than 60 allied positions, overran
a government outpost in the
Mekong Delta and attacked a relief force.
Viet Cong broadcasts have been
calling for stepped up attacks to
celebrate the birthday of the late
North Vietnamese president.
New enemy assaults were reported in other areas of Indochina in an apparent effort by
the Communist command to keep
open supply lines through northern Cambodia and southern Laos.

No Survivors
The Oregon State Aeronautics
Board reported Tuesday afternoon that a twin-engine plane,
missing over Oregon with six
California residents aboard, had
been located in a desolate area
of northeastern Oregon.
An aeronautics Board spokesman said the plane had crashed
and burned, and apparently there
were no survivors,
Ground parties were reported
headed for the wreckage.
Believed aboard the crashed
plane were John Solomita, San
Jose, the pilot; W. V. Vanderhoof
and his son, David, 7, Saratoga;
Fred Rodes, Saratoga; William
Morrow and his son, Scott 7, of
San Rafael.

Angela Davis

EXPAND your mind
in

EUROPE
Bookings are now being accepted for
any of the 3000 intreEuropean student
charter flights through the EDUCATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM, ROI WOODSIDE RD., REDWOOD CITY, OR 1217 BEVERLY BLVD.,
LOS ANGELES.
For the book listings of all flights and
application forms for flights and the
Internetioeal Student Identity Card,
please forward $1.00 Pins 7k for P.O.
age and handling.

Sentiment
A Still l’y of anti -war sentiment at 63 San Francisco firms
found nearly three-quarters of
the employees replying supported
congressional action to end the
war in Southeast Asia.
The survey by some 200 business students at the University of
California’s Berkeley campus included many of the city’s major
companies
Bank of America,
Crown Zellerbach and Wells Fargo Bank.
Of 12,700 ballots distributed,
8.169 were returned -- 5,811 in
favor of congressional action to
end the war and 1,900 opposed.
The students said 458 ballots
were invalid.

Cambodia Killed
A resolution nring immediate
withdrawal of American troops
from Cambodia was killed in an
Assembly committee yesterday.
It was killed in the Assembly
Rules Committee after an emotional but extremely courteous
and quite debate.
The measure was introduced
May 4 by Assemblyman John L.
Burton, D-San Francisco and 12
other Assembly Democrats.

Common Goal
Rock n’ Roll shows, gospel
sings, pizza parties and school
children’s sacrifices in northcentral North Carolina have a
common goal these days; raising
money for kidney transplants for
three children.
More than $32,800 has been
raised so far in three separate

50

Black March

Rejectin4 it reque,1 from Gov.
Lester Maddox that a protest
march be canceled, a slow moving caravan of predominent ly
Black demonstrators led by a
muledrawn wagon began it 120mile walk to Atlanta Tuesday.
The first scheduled break was
an overnight stop at Fort Valley,
11 miles away, scene of Fort Valley State College, a Negro school
where there have been several
recent incidents involving arson.
About 250 persons began the
march with Hosea Williams, an
official of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, in the
lead,
Williams said an Important
part of the march is the "insensitivity of the Nixon-Agnew-Lester Maddox team to the needs of
the poor. They have taken away
our most precious right the
right to dissent."

New High
Barry Fitzgerald’s zidl friend
gave him a kiss that kept him
(Continued on Page 4)

eetteeen the kite,:s
By Ed Ludwig
Gne,a1 Book Dept.

S"arfan Bookstore
"In the College Union"
MORE VIETNAM and Southeast Asia books were distributed by this store
last week than during the entire past year. Like hibernating spacemen during
a long flight, Peanuts and Charlie Brown lay untouched except for the occasional swipe of a dusting.
WE REGRET the reasons for the sudden demand for books on Southeast
Asia and hope that we never have to sell books on Cuba or Canada because
of similar reasons. But we were happy to have had the books, and we are trying
to keep them in stock.
ESPECIALLY in demand is A HISTORY OF SOUTHEAST ASIA, by John
Bastin and Harry Benda (Prentice$2.45), a book almost essential to an
understanding of the current situation. Another basic book of several years
ago given fresh meaning because of the Cambodian invasion is HELL
IN A VERY SMALL PLACE, by Bernard F. Fall (Vintage$2.95), the story of
the final French stand at Dien Bien Phu during which 10,000 French and VietMinh were killed.
PERHAPS THE MOST popular of the new books, published this spring, is
PEASANTS OF NORTH VIETNAM, by Gerald Chaliand (Penguin$1.65).
This book was written during a five -month four of the provinces of Hun Yen,
Thai Binh, and Ha Tay in. North Vietnam and consists mainly of short biographies and personalized comments from North Vietnamese peasants. These
are voices from the rice paddies, the thatched huts and mud walls. They could
be the voice of South Vietnamese, the Chinese, Mexican peasants, or Alabama
sharecroppers in short, of human beings.
THIS IS a book we recommend.

Just Got Tired of
Being "herded"
"I’m selling
my books
at Roberts"

Q BOOK
STORE

330 South Tenth Street

E

drives for the children - - one of
whom already has had the operat ion.
The old Town Civic Club of
Winston, Salem got the ball rolling with their efforts on behalf
of a 14 year old high school student who underwent a transplant
operation April 4.
Car washes, music shows, pizza
parties and a collection at a local
shopping center by fellow students brought in $21,000 to help
the family %vitt’ it, expenses.

annseensew

The magazine is being sold today in the lobby of the Engineering Building, and will be sold tomorrow and Friday acroas from
the Ftesreve Book Room. The
magazine costs 35 cents and all
profits go into an engineering
scholarship fund.

Short-Handed
Security Hires
A Meter Maid

SPARTAN DAILTS

E.

Angela Davis, self-described
Communist Party member, said
Tuesday she may go to court if
regents fail to rehire her for a
second year as a philosophy professor at the University of Cali.
fornia at Los Angeles.
Miss Davis, a 26-year-old
Black instructor, told a new conference that she feels it is clear
the regents intend to dispense
with her services "at any cost."
The UCLA faculty senate Monday voted support for her and
said if the regents don’t rehire
her they’ll pay her salary and
keep her at UCLA.

Students traveling in San Francisco will also receive a 20 per
cent discount on rates at the
San Franciscan Hotel on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday nights.
The travel program was arranged by Student Services
Inc., a non-profit organization, in
conjunction with the State college housing director:: and the
State college Chancellor’s office.
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Spartaguide
’VIDA V
ttarkground to War: In -Depth
Amapa.. ut the :11111Nrill.11
,
CU. Umunhuin Room At 10
Jack Kurtzweil, asst. prof. ot
Electrieal Engineering. will speak
on "Communicating With Middle America" At 12 noon, Gene
Bernadini, asst, prof. in Tutorials,
will speak on "Faseism at Home
and Abroad." At 2 p.m., Snell
Putney, prof. of Siaiology, will
speak on "Communism and Revolution."
Benefit, 12 to 5 p.m..
Loma Ptieta Room Students tit’
the NItisje Dept wilt perform to
benefit the Strike Fund Is tie
lions requested.
Rendstanee, 12 30 lams ROTC
Field Joan Baez :Ind Ira Sand’
pert, co-founders of the Institute
for the Study of Non-vialiintat,
Will speak.
Communkiationa Convocation.
1:30 to 3,30 ism. ttail.tung It.
Tutorials. L’isetair- With a eaal
of informing statlents, faeulty.
and staff of the different forms
of communication :Is al table, how
to use them, and how they effect
our lives. Mrs. Ida chandler.
liernt
esoteric astrolotter: I
Heisinger. music: Dr. C
, I
speech: Fred Spitt
’
nt
.
Robb M h r. K
speak.
’’maSinai.
Phrateres
p.m.. CH leat
year.
K. 4:30 p.m t
tanoan Room (outside ;11
way). Bob Schneer, p. t t
dist:ivl ciniveniien ’Ii eta; in in
the Southwest Dkl suet, will speak
on his experience, di iht
zillion.
Society for the Se, anitioliait
7 nfl
of Manionamiat s ’,NI
s, an, 1310
Sweden Heusi, l.
Holland
will
k
Auzerais,
7
1, 101’11
spesik on "I ..
APPrOaChrg

1

.Slt
1isis
Art cis:Mimi t
Day
crafts sale s
photograt..
and jewsl:
t -.sport the camwill be tisi
paign et ism
’s and faculty
opposed to 1’ s involvement in
Vietnam and Cambodia.

Tau Delta Phi. 7:30 p.m.. New
1:It1s 411 E William St.
Voting Demiatrata. 7:30 p.m ,
68 S. Eighth St., Apt. C. Importaiit nuatting to discuss and orss Unruh’s visit to SJS.
s sit’s
t -env acation for the Community. 8 p.m., C.U. Ballroom, Alan
Parker, attorney -at -law; Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford, Dr. Arthur E.
Regan: tend James Edwards will
IT1(121 with persons to tell them
what they can du in the tasiimunity about the Southeast
crisis.
Urania,
8:15
p.m.,
College
Theater. "Man from La Mancha"
SturbItts.
lit’ $1 for
$2 general
aitmeisiati for the peddle.
101101:ROW
Meeker
I to War: In -Depth
Analssis /if the American Crisis.
C.I’ I:manhunt }trams At 10 a.m.,
James O’Connor, assoc. prof. of
Economics, will speak on "Imperialism Modern Style." At 12
noon. Jim Lashley and Mrs. Pat
Martin will speak on "I’ve been
’There." At 2 p.m., Bob McNair.
asst. prof. of Statiology, will
speak on "What Has Happened
to Ameriva?"
Hiwallan Club, 7 p.m.. Ed. 238.
Hera ion of fah officers is scheduled. All memhers are urged to
Chi Alpha. 7:7o p.m., 415, 11th St.
Thursday For , 7:30 p.m..
The New Win. skin De. Eldred
E. Rutherford will ,peak on "Minorities and Filar:Won."
Atingle:in Institute of Industrial Engineers, 8 p.m.. Nick’s,
Eighth and Santa Clara streets.
Elections for Slave Drive of the
Year will be held.
Bahal Club, 8 p.m.. C.V. Pacifica Room. Planning next year’s
activities will be emphasized at
this in -ethic.
Poetry Reading, 8 p.m., S 210.
hy the English Department. Richard Briutiaan will
liets h
its n works,
I

o-siait Ree
iillatIon, 6
’
n Church. 80
velour MelS. Fl t
,rsity will
man is es aino
l’entagon
-ilittak on "CI.
antalism
I

No More 7:30 Classes Next Fall

.140.
Eat’: Introduction to Buddhism,
730 p.m., 1098 Chapman Avenue.
"Bishop Nippo Syaku and you
rap in a whatever seems to he
tearing you apart," states Ron
Christensen, class co-ordinattir.
For more information, phone
296-1’298.

Volunteers Sought
By Peace Corps
The Peace Corps is now seeking a 316th volunteer from SJS.
The college ranks

13th in the
number of it, students who have

served.
Fifty-five are now serving overseas, according to Joseph A.
Blatchford, Peace Corps director.
"The Peace Corps’ search for
skilled workers and farmers to
round out its ranks has been well publicized," said Blatchford. "But
the ea ’liege- Ira ined generalist continues to be the backbone of our
international effort."

Next fall students won’t have
7.30 morning classes to be late
for.
They will have 8 a.m, classes to
be late for. This will be one of
the results of the scheduling
change beginning in the tall semester.
Instead of scheduling classes
iin the half - hour Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, classes
st begin at even -hour times
oath the first classes at 8 a.m,
according to Jim Kurtz, aseistant
to the academic vice-president.
The Tuesday and Thursday
schedule will have alternate evenhour and half-hour times starting at 8 a m. In other words, the
class times will run 8, 9:30, 11,
12:30 etc.
The change occurred as a result of a poll taken of the faculty
last year by Dr. Brett Melendy,
former interim academic vicepresident. The poll showed that
the faculty favored the change,
but no apparent reason was decisive.
Kurtz pointed out that one of
the problems arising from the
new schedule would be the traffic problem of students arriving
at the same time as the college

Students interested in applyine
for the Peace Corps should write
l’iaert Corps. Office of Volunteti
,,,Ment, 806 Connecticut At is
it.
NW., Washington, fit’
1:ist5.

srrry.:

News Briefs
(Continued From Page 3)
he’ll for days, a Manchester court
s told Tuesday.
When their lips mtt 0 ss
prosecutor, it wasn’t lie, .
drug smuggling.
The girl, visiting Fitzgerald is
jail where he is serving nint
months for theft, had a chunk
hashish in her mouth and wher
she kissed hint. F he passed it rive:
I,, the prisoner.
Janet Hardman, 17, admitted
the charge and was given a suspended sentence. Eitzgerald was
fined 521 lei having the Hashish
in his cell. where he was caught
rolling ciaarettes after his girl
friend’s visit.
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Dans latature Writer
Will the 1st Tarri Carillon
ever sing Is suites’ o:lave again"
Maybe mit Pi, :writ iv. the Wastminster chime, in Tower Hall
are suffering Irian as t
disinterest and on.,
Torre is Spanish ft The ’rase:
In the early ’40s an out:sting
senior class donated money tor
a tower clock. However. a itarilIon was installed instead.
The chimes consist of a number of rods of various lenaths. A
microphone system would piek
up the sound of each rod and
amplify it over the four speakers
atop the Tower.
During the ’40s, ’50s and early
TIN, students wiaild gather in
the former quadrangle, now TOWer Hall Square and eat their
lunches. Then the carillon would
burst into the symphonic crystalline notes of "Hail, Spartans.
Hail," played on the carillon keyboard, and the spirits of the listeners would lift.
Hail, Snartatni, hail! Hail,
Indt1 and Witte!
We pledge oar hearta :1111111:11111%
Ti. keel) I /IN color.. men bright.,
Forward we go! IVe will not
fail!
Sing to our Alma Mater,
Hall, hail. hall!
Elall, Spartans, hall! .%11
to thee!
Hall to ths eloiater’d halls
aid Tower at:indium at raight
and free,
Thy gold and white. long may
they still!
To thee we sing foreser,
Ifiell, hall, hall!

I
t,
1111
ht 1111111
tter atsl
16 time, plus the. haus on the
Ii’ ur Monday thlaitigh Friday in
the ciaNlisht hours Following is
tho official verse of "Westminster chimes.
111 hid,’,., Ii

Ring nut, 0 bells
l’aur ancient v ’
W1111,61. cadence trils
The flight of time.
st tttttt 1 tar and near
With faithful tongue:
Ring hope and eheer
To iild and s
g.
Students were
by the hi auty of
would improvise
and sing them
One is:

so overwhelmed
the chimes, they
their own verses
aloud together.

Westminster chimes
Up in the Tow’s
Telling the time
Each quarter hour.
This situation led former President Thomas MacQuarrie to say,
"The earillonie chimes kept up
the callege spirit."
But then. (twiner President
Robert Clark ordered the carillon silenced. They rang on Holy
Thursday in 1963 and beefily in
:964 as a wrecking crew demolished the wings of Tdois It II

with awi
last tIiitt,
of the carilloo
iii it into the empty
flistits1
imadran,le like a golden soalt
bubble
hung for a moment.
then shattered into a million silvery fragments."
Today. it would take about
$7,000, Byron Bollinger, head of
Buildings and Grounds, estimates,
to repair the carillon amplification system.
’one

Responsibility for repair of the
chimes had been turned over to
the Music Department, Bollinger
says, but they decided to replace
the entire system. These plans
were also dropped when the department discovered a new system costs more than the college
would allot --$17,000, he adds.

We’ve Got a Flight for

YOU!

Flight

-,-541 OAK -AMSTERDAM
=542 L.A.-AMSTERDAM
810 SFO,

LA -LONDON

Round trip

JULY 4-AUG. 15 $299
AUG. 1-SEPT. 3 $299
AUG. 10-SEPT. 10 $330

STUDENT SERVICES WEST, INC.

Copies
lfITTIPI ES 2*
FREE (Oil.,ITIVG
OPEN NiGMS ill, 9

CAMPUS COPY
480 S. inTii
29.5.7778
.

1

411000000000000000300300006 ’

Available only to Calif.

Contact:

State College students,

Lois Dickinsen

faculty, staff, and their

Bldg. BB

immediate families.

315 S. Ninth St.

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS SY T -PA TRAVEL

Old

Fish & Chips
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon. -Wed., I I a.m.-9 p.m.: Thurs. & Fri., I I a.m.-I0 p.m.
Sat. & Sun., 12 noon -10 p.m.

Large Order Fish & Chips
’alf Order
Shrimp ’N’ Chips, 5 for $1.10, 7 for
Soft Drinks 200
Chips 25¢
Cell for free horn delivery after 7 p.m.
($4.00 minimum), Phone 293-4259

Barrel!’s

South I I th & San

Carlos (next

.

College Student Insurance Service has worked
for five years with the auto insurance industry
proving the colleov student is NOT a had risk.
Finalk the task Is as accomplished. ASB members are offered substantial savings through this
policy.
This group-discounted policy is written through
the newl ’S formed Associated Student Underwriters and sold exclusively by College Student Insurance Sem. ice. They will give you all of the
facts and none of the hassle.

Plus Other Flights and Complete Travel Information

XEROX

Barrel! ’s

to Speedee 7-11)

On April 15, 1.970 the decision was made to offer members of the Associated Students of Sar
Jose State College a GROU P - DISCOUNTED
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE POLICY.

While the administration tits
parent’s’ has lost interest, the
student council has not. They recently sent Acting President Hobert Burns a resolution requesting
that the chimes be reactivated.
However, as Bollinger points
out, perhaps only student money,
paying for repairs, will allow the
I.a Torre Carillon to "bring us
t oge the r with lifted spirits"
again.
Tomorrow’s article Is on the
S’allfornia State Normal Sehool
Bell,

Plans are underway for the
formation of a citizen review
board to maintain "community
control of police" in San Jose.
A "police control forum" will
be held in the College Union Pacifica Room Thursday at 7 I, ’1
Organizers. who cmml It hemsel v
Students for Peace an riFreeilitte
tSPF), hope to gain support tor
their project during this meeting

hopes that more students will
take 8 o’clock classes to ease the
strain during the 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
time slot when the college is at
full capacity.
Kurtz noted that the general
concen.sus of the students is they
favor the even-hour schedule.

Only at ROBERTSSan Jose State’s full
service bookstore.

ileSeribed

TIM! -II

Police Control Forum

hate They shoald only be a guidance. You can’t treat education
in the sante way’ you treat a
factory,"
Kurtz noted that the 730
classes had signifieantly lower
unrollment than classes that began latis ai the morning. He

If you can’t cut it, dig on this.
From now until the end of finals,
ROBERTS offers special one
day mat board service. Throw
down two bits plus the price
of the board in the morning
and you’ll have it framed by
afternoon.

Chimes To Ring Again?
110

1 ot sr. the traffic probslat:
lem light has. IS so I/ad that it
wouldn’t be noticed," Kurtz commented.
One of the considerations in
the change was "plant utilization." This concerns the efficiency
of the college system.
The complications of "plant
utilization" can be easily learned
in a lifetime extensive study’ of
the subject, but what it boils
down to with the schedule chans
is that SJS will eliminate a 1 .
hour liability. per week. This is
the half-hour difference between
7:30 :Ind 8 for three days
Kui tz stressed. howevel
I
izatton standards shouldn’t di
tote the curriculum of this Col-

Call 289-8681
or

stop by 404 South Third Street. Be aware of
what is mailable to you NOW as a member of the
Associated Students.

$1.00
.65
$1.50

Wednesday may

Play Review

State production of "Man of La
Mancha" that make a reviewer’s
job a tough one
They’re so good you can’t find
enough adjectives to say what
YOU want to say.
Playing last weekend, and continuing tonight through Saturday, "Man of La Mancha" is a
magnificent combined effort of
the departments of music and
drama and the choreography of
Carol Haws.
The story concerns Don Miguel
Cervantes as he is thrust into
prison for being am "honest" tax
collector in the time of the Spanish inquisition. He brings with
him his manuscript of Don Quixote, and pro(eeds to cast the
prisoners into the dramatization
of his masterpiece. Thus the
story is really a play within a
play, jumping very skillfully in
and out of fiction
CAST PREPARED
But the story is not the only
strong point in the show. In an
overall view, the entire ta-d is
well prepared and extremely professional. As the musical is performed straight through without
intermission, a true sense of unity
is maintained.
In a play such as this sine, it
Is difficult to say whether a performer need basically be a singer
or an actor as title is an emphasis on both. The story gives meaning to the songs and, in a like
manner, the songs add depth to
the play. In the casting of Paul
Myrvold as Cervantes Don Quixote, a marvetcus combin,,tion
of both talents is achieved. Myrvold is not only a more -than competent actor, he has a deep
and beautiful singing voice. In
fact, his rendition of both "Duleinea"
and
"The
Impossible
Dream" received lengthy ovations from the audience.

Concert Band
To Perform
Today, 3:30
The San Jose State Concert
under

the

direction

of

Roger

His sidekick Sancho panza is
played by John Chigliano in a

Muzzy.. Professor. of music, will
present a free concert this after-

Art Department’s
’Harvest Festival’
Featured Today

M176.

noon at 3:30

A Harvest Festival, featuring
the sale of student’s produce and
flowers, begins today at noon in
the Art Quad,
Some 55 to 60 students, under
the instruction of Art professors
Tony May and Paul Staiger, will
bring their gardens to a fitting
climax through this harvest festival.
Flower gardens, vegetable gardens, strawberry gardens, and
other architectural and specially
designed gardens are for sale.
Likewise, strawberries, lettuce,
onions, and other produce are
for sale.
The sale of produce is at the
plots of ground in the Art Quad.
Also, the gardens will be sold in
four by five foot planter boards
and the plants will be sold in pots
or plastic containers.
Each garden for sale was individually designed and built by an
art student this semester.
Profits from the harvest festival will be donated to the antiwar movement, to the English
Department’s phone bill, and to
other deserving projects.

By PAMELA sTRANDHEtto
Special to the Itsily
Although "Th, Ehiiri, Kit ’I Aid Acid Test- is written like a
ntnel. it is the biography of Ken
Kesey, the hippie messiah of the
West Coast, and his followers,
tlw Pranksters. Under Kesey’s
leadership and with the aid of
LSD. the Prankster’s embark on
a group adventure in search of
self.
But the book is more than a
story about one sniall group. it
is a book about the beginning ot
the whole hippie-acid movement
in California. More important, the
Ii ask gives the reader an understanding of a way of life that
seems inexplicable to most people

OTHER CHARACTERS

Band, a group of music students
..11CST

’The Hippie Messiah’

manner than can only be di
critall at, just right. Cirigliano
possess a sort of impish innocence that personifies Sancho’s
gullibility most cleverly. His few
solos are done rather humorously by shouting the words
rather than trying to compete
wtih Myrvold’s musical ability..
The only near disappointment
of the play.. in tact, is Victoria
Serpa’s portrayal of Aldonza. She
is convincing, for the most part,
but does have a slight tendency
to overact. This role seems to
be well suited for her, however.

There are also other characters
who are on stage for only a few
minutes, in some instances, but
add to the overall excellence of
the play Manuel Minhoto as the
Innkeeper, Nedra Abono as the
housekeeper and Jeffra Kaufman
as Antonia are outstanding. But
most notable among the socalled minor characters is Joseph
Allan as the Padre. He toa has a
lovely voice and possesses a gift
for comedy, especially apparent
in a song called "We’re Only
Thinking of Him."
The best part of the entire
prrsluetion, though, is the music.
The audience must have agreed
with roe because nearly every
song was a show-stopper. The
orchestra is excellent in both
background and accompaniment
music, and does true justice to
the score by Joe Darion and
Mitch Leigh.

in Concert

Hall,

Paul Myrvold as Don Quixote
THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM
points down the road toward a huge castle to his faithful friend
and companion Sancho Panza, played by John Cirigliano. These
two adventurers encounter many of the episodes found in "The
Man of La Mancha" now playing in the Collee Theater. The
musical will play tonight through Saturday, with a srecial
matinee scheduled for Saturday afternoon. Tickets are $2.50
and $1.25.

Benefit Matinee
The Departments of Music and
Drama will present a special benefit matinee performance of "Man
of La Mancha" at 2 p.m. Satin.
day, May 23, in the College Theatre. This pe.rformanee is being
held to help pay the telephone
bill aces ued by the San Jose StuOffensive.
dent
Tickets for the benefit are on
sale now at 1 p.m. at the College
Theatre Box Office. Admission
is $1.25 for Students and $2.5,1
General Admission.
Tickets are available for thc
remaining regular performance,
of "Man of La Mancha." scheduled for Wednesday through SA- ,
urday in the College Theatre m
8:15 p.m.

The concert will feature Chorale and variant by Borgo, El
Abanico by Javaloyes, Eight Russian Folk Songs arranged by
George Smith, one of the group
members,
Capriccio Brilliante
from Mendelssohn’s sonata, featuring Ken Chambers on the accordion, Circus Echoes by Hughes,
March to the Scaffold by Berlioz
and So in Love by Cole Porter,
arranged by Lee Burrows, another member of the group.

Tom Wolf first must be coin own -1-d for his reporting and descriptive abilities. He interviewed
Kesey and the Pranksters who
ivcre scattered about the country
,1 the time. With what must have
n an enormous amount of material in interviews, letters, pholoitraphs. tapes, diaries, and it
40-hour movig made by the
Pranksters while on LSD, he
made a coherent biography that
seems us real as if Wolf had
lived through the adventure himself.
Though Wolf’s realistic styl .
the realer feels what the Prank experience. One feels what 1
it is 1,1«, to take a bad LSD trip.]

SatasiadseassaittesaattesadziatitagtatIseasPalloPaesiliar
YOURSELF!
I’LlIFEC !It ) Ni,1-:101)? Do
Special Student Renal Rates
1*PE ’RITERS RENTED
1-1.1t:Titii:

MANI AL

S 8.00 I
$21.00 I

mfr.

3 mo.

812.50
per. mo.

can je.5e Typewritep Co.
21 ’Ail I il

1’1 WI 1-11’..1)1,aiii

29.4.6383

to go tearing down a mountain
road, zonked on LSD, or to Sake
part in one of the fantastie told
tests, large group happenings intended to turn a whole generation on to LSD.
To fully appreciate’ the trip,
one must know that it began in
1964, long before must people had
ever heard of MI) or hippies. It
eilsy to imagine the wonder

am,.

caused across the country as
these crazy-looking people with
a penchant for day-glo faces and
Anuirican flag style overalls tour
the country in a hardly recognizable International Harvester bus.
What makes the book really
great is Wolf’s ability to get
under the Prankster’s bizatTe
trappings and happenings and to
explain what they mean.
_

Portrait Studio

BRIDAL CANDIDS
GRADUATION PICTURES
78 So. First

292-6362
c14,M771114PKIr 1

266-6725

*1,i

I 11’y
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MUSIC TURN YOU ON?
TURN ON TO MUSIC

Buy or Rent a Guitar or Drum
We have the largest selection of
guitars and drums in town.
Guitar lessons are also available
for your convenience.
Two Locations to Serve You
84 E. San Fernando
298-5404
5161 Stevens Creek Rd.
248-9858

iiiteer Mimic

MAY SPECIAL
Term Papers
Theses
10 pages or more

3¢ a copy
A/S Print Shop

You Can Count On

Lower Level College Union

CAL BOOK
To pay TOP PRICES
on used texts during finals week...
18 store buying
power.

25g
-Anniversary

2)ining at lb -.7ined

eaning at goltannon
1401 South First
at Alma

For reservations
Phone 292-1266

TWO LOCATIONS
To serve you .. .

.1"1"11"""Pill".......asiewassimmildwallialdluldbill.f.
Drive-in and Dining Room Service

,:. . ,

SPARTA* DAILT.41

Book Review

’Man of La Mancha’
A Booming Success
It.% %It hi RAND ALL
rt Minoru t Editor
Dail
It’s
rke the San Jose

16"d

134 E. San Fernando
457 E. San Carlos

TIC S
I’ ACOS
STOP RACISM AND
TIIE WAR NOW
sUPPORT

BONUS
PRICES

TI r ()

4th and St. James
Phone Orders 297-8421
4PeolIrmemmaxamPli
AimossommasaifteftimeafamilMdmiallogiblimmilhOwlmft

-.44111111h,
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Favored Tracksters Win
Conference Championship
Ity LAN I.: S s1.1..tCE
Dads sports ss riter
Despite some dIsappointments,
the SJS track team returned
from Fresno last weekend with
its major goal accomplished
winning the Pacific Coast Athletic Association championship.
Probably the biggest disappointment was the injury suffered by sprinter Kirk Clayton.
He strained a hamstring after
winning the 100-yard (lash in
9.4 Ile did not run the 220 and
Is doubtful for Saturday’s California Relays at Modesto.
With several big name athletes having off nights, it was the
lesser known performers who
came through.
Gary Hansen won the six mile
Friday. taking the lead at the
start of the fifth mile and gradually opening a lead. He came
back Saturday to place third In
the three mile, coming from
fourth with 100 yards to go.
Buck Black, who has been
bothered with illness and injury
ran the best mile of his life with
a 4 06 4, finishing second. II,
came from third with 250 yards
remaining.
Gary and Kent Rezowalli
placed second and fifth, respectively. in the steeplechase. Darold Dent did not run because of
a work conflict.
Thanks to an excellent anchor
leg by Elmo Dees and good second and third legs by Neville
Myton and George Carty, the
mile relay team ran its second
best of the season, 3:10.9. Len
Gaskill, who ran the first leg.
also had a lifetime best of 51.9
in the intermediate hurdles, finishing second to Wes Williams of
San Diego State. Gaskill had a
chance to catch Williams in the
,11-1,41 !Olt hit the final hurdle.

Intramurals
The intramural track meet will
he held today at 4:30 p.m.
The All College softball champion will he decided tomorrow in
both slow pitch and past pitch
divisions.
fast pitch teams still ii
the running for the title ari
ATO, SAE, hoop Club and Soul h side. In playoff action Monday.
Hoop Club beat Southside on a
key bunt by Gary Farrington,
3-1. AT() advanced toward the
championships with a 12-4 win
over Sigma Nu.
In slow pitch playoffs Monday,
ATO No. 1 defeated F Troop,
8-2 and SAE rebounded from a
9-1 deficit to beat Theta On,
12-11.
The winner of Thursday’s All
College championship will meet
the
intramural
championship
team from Santa Clara, Tuesday
at SJS
Faber Eaves captured the all
around title, with a 46.90 score in
the intramural gymnastic meet
held last Thursday. Charles Ware
was second with a 39.75.
Steve Toffrion was the outstandimt open competitor, winning four events. Joffrirm took
the free exercise, side horse,
parallel bars and rings. Michael
White was first in vaulting and
trainti.i111., while Eaves captured
first in
horizontal bar.

The

While the meet was full if
pleasant surprises and disappointments for SJS, several performers continued their usual excellent performances. Gary O’Sullivan was the high scorer for the
team with a first in the discus
and second in the shot put, Carty
won the high hurdles, and My ton
used his typical sprint for the
last 200 yards to win the 880 in
1:50.9. Pule vaulter Vic Pitts was
second at 16-6.
Dees, who won his heat in the
440, ran out of gas in the stretch
and finished second to Clarence
Palmer of Long Beach State in
the finaLs.
In the javelin. Mike Metz
threw 28 feet below his season
best and finished second with a
223-9 throw. john Holladay was

*

fourth at 207-7.
Marion Anderson and Chuck
Sundsten had bad nights in the
long jump, finishing second and
fourth, respectively, with jumps
of 24-10 and 23-944.
Frank Slaton and Clayton ran
excellent legs to start the 440
relay, but a had pass from Clayton to Sundsten, a bad leg by
Sundsten, and a fine anchor leg
by Dan Moore of Long Beach
against Carty cost SJS the win.
Triple jumper Lee Neuman and
high jumper Reggie Morris failed
to show for the meet and coach
Bud Winter has not seen them.
Shot putter Richard Marks is
injured and out for the season.
Bob Stover was injured in warmup and did not pole vault at
Fresno.

*

Golfers Lose PCAA
Title by One Stroke
It took a hole-in-one to defeat
SJS’ golfers in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association championship tournament, and Los Angeles State got just that.
On the final round Saturday
at Santa Barbara’s Birnam
Woods golf course, the Diablos’
Steve Bogan aced the 145 yard
12th hole. The hole-in-one enabled LA State to win the PCAA
championship by one stroke over
the Spartans.
Jerry Vroom’s linksters. 11-0-1
on the year, had made a gallant
comeback only to fall short with
a team total of 889 to the winners’ 888.
Long Beach State and San
Diego State tied for third with
902, while Fresno State finished
fifth with 910 and host BC Santa
Barbara followed with a four man
total of 913.
Individually, SJS placed three
men in the top ten. Kelley Moser,
consistent all year for the Spartans captured fifth place with a
72-76-70 218. Teammate John

Adams finished seventh with 7572-74- 221 while eighth spot
went to SJS’ Jim West with a
74-72-76-222.
Fresno State’s Mike Panaccia
took the individual title with a
score of 212, two strokes better
than second place Bogen.
The Diablos’ Rich Sims and 1
Long Beach State’s Steve Cook I
tied for third spot with 217 each.1
The first two rounds of ti’’
54 hole tourney were played Friday, with LA State finishing the
day two strokes ahead of the
Spartans. However it took a
great second round by the Spartans top four men as the Diablos
had moved to a big 18 stroke
lead over SJS after Friday’s
morning round.
Adams and West paced the
Spartan comeback with 72s in
Friday’s afternoon round.
Other SJS scores were: Steve
Bohn with a 76-78-74- 228. Steve
Hakes with 79-76-74- -229 and
Glen Woodruff with 81-75-78-234

1970 Track Bests

’Toll:tree ,..11,tip
GT No. 719

4546 El Canino Real
Village Corner Shopping Center
(415) 941-1228
Los Al’os Calif. 94022

MEET HERBIE, THE COMPUTER
AT BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN

ASK HERBIE QUESTIONS AND HE
HAS THE ANSWERS. WE PUT FUN
BACK INTO BUYING A CAR.

The following marks are thy’ best established in each event this
season. Non -winning marks are designated with an n.
100 yards-Kirk Clayton, 9.3 (vs. Calitornia)
220 yards-Clayton, 21.1n (vs. Hayward State)
440 yards-Elmo Dees, 46.8n (SJS Invitational)
880 yards-Neville Myton, 1:49.3 (SJS Invitational)
Mile-Buck Black, 4:06.4n (PCAA meet)
Two Mile-Gary Hansen, 9:08.8 (SJS Invitational)
Three Mile-Hansen, 14:07.9n (PCAA meet)
Six Mile-Hansen, 30:08.6 (PCAA meet)
120 yard high hurdles-George Carty, 13.7 (SJS Invitational)
440 Intermediate Hurdles-Len Gaskill, 5I.9n (PCAA meet)
440 Relay-Frank Slaton, Clayton, Chuck Sundsten, Carty,
40.7 (SJS Inviational)
Mile Relay-Gaskill, Myten, Carty, Dees, 3:10.6 (SJS Inv.)
Long Jump-Marion Anderson, 25-10 (vs. Coast Club)
Triple Jump-Lee Neuman, 48-101/2n (vs. Paciifc Coast Club)
High Jump-Reggie Morris, 6-6n (vs. California)
Pole Vault-Vic Dias, 16-6n (PCAA meet)
Javelin-Mike Metz, 251-2 (Mt. SAC Relays)
Shot Put-Richard Marks, 60-7n (vs. Pacific Coast Club)
Discus-Gary O’Sullivan, 182-11n (SJS Invitational)
Steeplechase-Darold Dent, 9:06.8 (vs. Stanford)

A’ :f.

AVOID THE HASSLE OF THURS.-SAT. CROWDS

BOB HIMSEL VOLKSWAGEN
1560 North First Street
San Jose - 286-8000

STOP BY SUN. -WED. NIGHTS

Dinner and drinks are inexpensive (small sirloin &
beef kabob: $3.25 ea.) and the best entertainment in town is still free.

951 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE
246-6672
r.

When summer’s here
and you’re back home
on vacation
what’s going to
happen to your
school checking
account with a
balance down to
zero and you not
writing checks for
3 months
or more?

Electronic Diagnostic Center

NEW
FLARE
TRACKS,
BY LEVI’S TO
COMPLEMENT
ANY OUTFIT,
ANY SCENE

Overseas Delivery

tst

No matter
the occasion,
whether you’re
on campus
or cruising the
countryside these new
flared jeans add
a nice touch.
Plentiful choice
of new patterns
and colors by LEVI’S,
of course.

It’s Jules
For Jewels

Complete Selection
of
Engagement Rings
Special Discounts
to S.J.S. Students
(it lei gozzi
51, e

157

So.

)erveler

1st

If it’s like checking accounts at
most banks, you’ll pay a service charge
for nothing, or let it drop and
hassle getting a new one come fall.
At Bank of America you can reduce your
balance to zero during summer vacation
and you won’t have to pay a penny’s
maintenance charge, or bother with a
monthly statement. When you return to
school, make a deposit the normal way and
your account is ready to go to work again.
Another thing Since Bank of America has
more branches than any other bank in
California, chances are you’ll be able to
transfer the balance in your Bank of America
school branch to the Bank of America
branch in your home town. Just tell your
school branch you want to transfer your balance to a Bank of America near your summer
address They’ll find the branch that’s most
convenient for you arid make the transfer so your
account will be ready as soon as you get there.
And that could be nice to know, it you’re graduating.

BANK0FAMERICAHI

for the busness of INing

287-4159
Bank 1’ Ame, Ca Ilnfions,

Trust

Saving, Associat on

Member FOIC

rc\S-1C11c).

,105

Sizes 27-38 - $8.00

KETTMANN’S
ItETWEEN 31st AND 33rd
OPEN DAILY 9:30 TO 6:30-TI1VRS. ’T11,
1530 E. SANT 1 CLARA ST.

9

got man

master Charge

Spartans Post Winning Mark
By KEN LL"THY
Daily Sports Editor
With all but two starters returning from the 1970 Spartan
baseball team, the only squad to
break the .500 mark at SJS in
10 years, you’d think that SJS
mentor Gene Menges would be
happy with his prospects for the
1971 campaign.
Don’t get the wrong idea, he
Is. But "Mingo" would be lying

FINAL 1970 STATS
AB
Cunningham 150
Ariza
106
Corder
149
Lintz
135
39
Hightower
120
Hazelhofer
114
McLachlan
118
Rhodes
45
Guenther

R
29
19
22
34
3
8
18
14
6

H
50
31
43
39
11
30
26
25
9

113 2B 38 HR
43 4 2 1
24 5 2 0
33 6 04
35 3 1 0
9 2 00
28 0 20
2
20 3
22 3
8 1 0

RBI Avg.
19 .333
9.292
33 .289
11 .289
5 .282
19 .250
14 .228
18 .212
2 .200

TB
61
40
61
44
13
33
37
28
10

Thin_ ,o now. 1.
’
LIP
The deceptive Cunningham pohad the potential to attain a
for SJS h.tsketball tut c After
better record than the 21-18 they sted a .333 batting average.
pato season.
The scrappy Ariza came on finishing :1-21 this
posted. But one think was misonly one way to
strong in PCAA play to finish there’s really
sing - hitting.
go, and SJS took a big step
It wasn’t that SJS didn’t hit. with a fine .386 mark and .292
toward building a future cage
but when and how it did so. Case effort for the seksun. He led the
sxweer when all -everything Don
in point. The Spartans outhit club with 17 hits, four doubles
Orndorff of Itas lb. b.. Nev.,
Long Beach in all three of their and one triple, 21 total bases
. Sacra and 7-2 Neil Mc(’
contests: 15-6, 9-7 and 7-4, hut and a .477 slugging percentage in
tricot:, indicated II,:
lost twice. The Spartans out - conference activity.
ncrt t hi- I ztli
totaled opponents 313-264 fur the
Atiza stole 16 bases in 21 atseason.
tempts and was a team-high five
But SJS couldn’t seem to get of seven in league competition.
Student Pipe Special
the clutch hits and seldom could
Catcher Mike Hazelhofer, the
M.
now
produce the extra -base blow when other regular :Menges will lose
Crest Select $7.95 $5.95
it was need to turn defeats into next year. batted .250 but acSpartan
$6.95 $5.95
victories.
counted for six game-winning
Oneill Nut
SIg.SB-SBA
SJS. shutout four times and hits and played is consistent game
Briar
58.95 $7.95
loser of three one-run decisions,
.407 26-31
behind the plate.
With ASB card
.377 16-21
loses its top slugger in Tom 0)1.Jay Fike’s loss will hurt the
350 brands tobacco
der, 1969 Most Valuable Player SJS pitching staff, but returnees
.409 5-8
45 N. I st Of 297-0463
.326 17-20 in the West Coast Athletic Con- Mike Rusk, Al MORA, Gar)
Terence.
.333 I-1
Houston, Bob Gruver and Kris
The senior shortstop topped Sorensen from a solid nucleus tor
.275 1-1
*Op
SJS in five slugging categories next year.
.325 1-1
for 1970, breaking one SJS career
.237 0-1
hitting mark in the process.
.222 1-2
FOR IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC I.E -111IFIt COoDS
Tom accounted for six doubles,
four homeruns, 33 runs-batted-in,
.333 0-0
61 total bases and compiled a
.308 0-0
.409 slugging percentage for sea.263 2-2
son highs or co-highs among the
.333 0-0
Spartans.
Lemberg
.280 0-0
Corder’s three-year hit total of
.308 0-0
Extraordinary
136 broke the old standard of
.250 1- I
106 and his 12 career homers
.220 4-6
were just two short of the SJS
.167 0-1
mark held by Jerry Clifford
A Full Line Of Bay Riser Fringe Jackets Awl Veots
.300 0-0
11955-571.
PHONE: 2654)202
45 ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA
.118 0-0
The loss of Corder will be
.115 0-1
tough to fill next year, but SJS
.059 1-1
will retain the s’;’ i’s of its top
.000 0-0
two batters, Ca,,, t’unnim_diam
.0000-0
and Al Ariza.
.312 75-971 .293 32-49 ,

Out Pip

PITCHERS
NON -REGULARS
I
1 0
0 .333
1
0
Beeringer
3
4
4 0
2 .308
5
4
13
Grover
5
4 .263
5 0
1
5
19
Ghidinelli
9
6 0
2 .259
27
3
7
Rusk
7
2 .240
3
6
5 1
Fike
25
4
I .231
3
2 1 0
13
0
Houston
2 .208
6
5
4 1
24
1
Hennig
9
1 .171
41
8
7
6 0
Kilburg
3
1 .167
18
1
3
3 0
D’Aquisto
6
1 .150
2 0
1
20
4
3
Sigona
2
2 .118
2 0
0
17
1
2
Fomzeno
3.077
3
O
1 1
1
2
Wihttol
26
1
0.059
0
17
1
1
1 0
Fischer
0
1.000
0 0
0
4
0
0
Sorensen
O
0.000
1
0
0
0 0
Others
152 .251 388
SJS Totals 1245 184 313 263 32 1
13 129 .221 349
Opp Totals 1192 159 264 211 34
FINAL 1970 SJS PITCHING STATISTICS
E 1R8A9. I
Pct.
IP
GS CG W L
G
Shampoo
.429
76
3
3 -4
15
6
Wihtol
1.69
262/3
.000
1
0-3
6
3
PCAA
2.36
.545
261/2
4
6-5
16
9
Fike
Beats the
34
1.85
.500
4
2
2-2
4
PCAA
3.001
.714
69
8
5
5-2
II
Rusk
"FRIZZIES"
4.31 I
23
.667
2
2- 1
3
3
PCAA
3.20
391/3
4-3
.571
I
9
6
Grover
0
PCAA
ONLY
4.09
461/3
.600
3 - 2
7
2
13
Houston
1.80
5
.000
0-0
0
0
3
PCAA
16
6.19
.000
0- 2
3
0
6
Sorensen
Reg. $1.59
6.75
8
.000
0-2
2
0
2
PCAA
22/3
3.38
.000
0-0
0
0
I
Others
3252/3
2.63
.538
21 - 18
39
15
39
SJS Totals
NOW AT:
962/3
2.70
.333
4-8
12
5
12
PCAA
3.92
3212/3
462
18 - 21
39
12
39
Opp Totals
2.48
98
.667
8-4
12
5
12
PCAA
HOMERUNS ALLOWED - Rusk 4, Wihtol 3, Sorensen 2, Flous+on 2,
293-3787
92 So. 1st
Fike 1, Grover I.
Ik
voccoccr...-..r...e..e.
BALKS -Wihtol 2, Fike I, Grover I, Rusk I.

PROTEIN 21

$1.35

Bantam Discount

ill

Golf Match Set
Members of the SJS coaching
staffs and Physical Education instructors will hold a golf tournament, Friday, at Santa Teresa
golf course.
Among those scheduled to participate is Charlie Walker.

BACK PACKERS
NO OTHER STORE OFFERS SUCH DISCOUNTS
USE OUR lAY-AWAY BANKAMERICARD, 1ST NAT. MASTER CHARGE
PACK -BAGS
PACK -FRAMES
KNAPSACKS
RUCKSACKS
NYLON or CANVAS

DOWN BAGS
STERLING
CLIMATIC
100Q Primo White Down
AipStop Nylon
MaKINLIT OR SKIER
2 LI.
Rp. 000
PE PRICE
rir Lb. ...... ..54.89
3 Lb.
XTRA.LON6 w XTRA 59.99
WIDE
IN STOCK as ALL TIMIS
WHITE STAG BAGS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
5fripoolapil Iltick Packws i A99

4999

Y BAG

LARGEST
SELECTION
ON THE PENINSULA

iv

SIR. 94105. Rao. 34 99

May the
fox and coyote
live happily
ever after.
Fox: girl. Coyote: boy.
They meet, they mate, and
suddenly responsibility
becomes a much more
important word. So it’s a
good thing to plan now before foxy and family
make the scene.
One way is by investing
in a life insurance program
that can provide the
foundation for a solid
financial structure. The
earlier you start, the less the
coverage costs. And the
more security you’ll have
a chance to build.
Phone our office today.
Or stop by. We can’t
promise happiness and bliss
over after, but we can help
keep the wolf from the door.

ENT

PROVI

LIFE

MUTUAL
11.24.0114,14Ct

COMP

OF

MI3:11EXIME22
RIP-STOP NYLON
21/2 lb..
PIMA NYLON
31/2 lb..
31/2 lb,.
PARKA NYLON
Sib..
wza DRILL
WIDE VARIETY
99
OE STYLES 4
FABRICS
W/I
Drill
PRICES START AT
NYLONS START AT 29.99

16

HIKING BOOTS
VOYAGER BOOTS
with VIBRAM SOLE

SYEA-OPTIMUSPRIMUS-BLUETT

DEHYDRATED FOOD
WILSON’S FREEZE DRY
R1C11.MOOR ETC.

JOBMASTER BOOTS
WITH LUG SOLE

STOVES

FULL NNE OF
CLIMBING EQUIP.
SAVE NOW WITH GRATER

CAMPING GEA

Canteens, 99e; Stout Amt, 99e; Lantern, 1.99; 51. Shovel, 1.99; GT reitttor,
1.99; Water Buckets, 990; Krum Sacks, 990; Gold Pant, 1.29; Al. Mess Kit, 991;
Camp Stools, 99e; Ten! Slakes, 150; Machents, 1.99; Ammo Bops, 990; Pomhos,
1.99; Pistol Bells, 990, Nunlin Knives - Ro - All Camp Accessories.
Station
WAGON
PAD
399

COOK SET PORTABLE
5.p
JOHN
AI,
R975 599 R575 299

FLOOR SAMPLES SLEEPING
WHITE STAG BAGS ’.:’ .

OFF

-:, ,,,,,,,,,,

3,i , ,. .

TENTS

9

3

DOUBLE
MANTLE
LANTERN
999

14

14 Gas
,

Standard
’
Ring Sire

.

WATER A99

GI TYPE COTS 6"

(AMP TABLES -ROPE-AXES,

etc.

.-,E A - TERV SULTS 299
LIFE JACKETS
ast 5 art, ADP,

4:;,..r7ii

..

c.
SETS
BADMINTON
TeloiNIS RACKETS
PING FONG SETS

Opflasous iNftCRANDSI1/3

4 99
r’:

. 1/2 OFF

to

TINIDTRIRTRUr Hand Guns-All Types
WE BOY- SEEL-TRADE-RENT suNs32.1...3.1-.
rt
GUNS-’’ - - - 11Ai1M -.’ 0 s ,six3
....--........-and WOMEN’S
PUTTER
99
PRO
STARTER SETS
& IRONS
up
pi
Wedges
1E99
& Woods Jup
LEFT HAND L IR 34.09 i.,74,s et No 9.99
-114 ’
.Sit

COLLECTORS PARADISE’

LETT OR RIGHT NAND

5 ,FLEN’S
G 1 IF Lis.,..2999
S IL

8 IRONS & 3 WOODS

5999

COMPLETE SIT RIG. 119 50

GOLF SHOES

Pro flubs
9 IRON SETS
IG.173 ON

79 99

Golf
Bel!s

5.99 (ARTS 9.99 BAGS 5.99 I ig,

IF.411,041,1414.

The Towers, Suite 440
1091 So. Baacom Ave.
Campbell, Cal. 95008
Call 371-0203

ems.
2-Iumar
stem
lip.19 50

7---7 oP
v OF ,.,IERSPoRtt:
wAT

34068800

- 4144

1
?A

STATION LIFE RA Ft PROPANE
WO5ON
1 90.,, p., SANTE N
AIR
99
p
99
99
MAT
13
’,
17 IS
TRESS
2 an
R.
593
34 99
. .
’ ’
1

ftDISCOUNT 14011. ItiVolEW
EL

USA LE

OR

4005141H 7- 5709

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 5

Dor
299
.....
99:.

OPEN

1T r‘o’ TY %TT V

fi5-puuntici
ti School, made
fro, :
1,; in’ teams in footNevatt.,
ball I end I, baseball i pitcher,
and basketball.
"Orndurff is une of the most
promising athletes ever to eorne
to :4.1S ttnd we hope he’ll be able
to plav both basketball and baset.a11.- said Sp.i.!..n head basket Lail coach Dan: Glines.

LONDON
LONDON

9

DAILY TILL
"TURDAY 9 . I

,

’275
135. 2E,

ROUND
TRIP

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS - SUMMER & FALL
(Many Flights to Choose from)
These flights are open to students, faculty, staff
employees and their immediate family
FOR SCHEDULES, CALL or WRITE

LEATHERIQUE

Phone (415) 392-8513

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT NFORMATION
CI i A !ITER FLIGHTS
tart Market St., San Francisco, Ca. 94103
Please mail me informatin

on flights
Photos No

Name:

Address:Apt. No.:
Cty. State & Zip

Cody _

rn

RE
R CK,
LESS
TALK

young sound. The new
music.
Listen to the
In the currents of the cool now.
Uninhibited. Uninterrupted. Almost.

Kos Fm STEREO 99
The Music Maxi.

7

the lost tom t.11.s II
llironi Johnson High Sin, .1,
Wl4re tormer SJS standout Dal nell Hillin.oi Was a prep star.
-51eCo is the first real big
mom V.5’ Schad at SJS," commented (Antes. -He’s just be.,,
,t).itit
Marred

EUROPE JET FLIGHTS

I 111

2-MAN
MOUNTAIN TENTS

CRUISER TYPE
MATTEHORN by
NEWCO.SEAWAY.
STANDARD.CAMPWAYS.
WHITE STAG
And Many Others

1.91q)

".
B asketbaii.--Things Looking up

if he said he’s satisfied. A couple
of lung-driving, homerun-hitting
prospects for next year would undoubtedly bring a smile to his
face and perhaps make him forget about the past season, and
what could hae been.
The Spartans. who concluded
their season last weekend by
dropping two of three games to
Pacific Coast Athletic Association champion Long Beach State.

*

*

Ih,cAny "k!le

Wednesday, May 20. 1970

R-SPARTAN DAILY

Honor Society Initiates SJS Coeds

Circle K Will Sell Grades
1:iii’llh \11.1
Is.
.ale next week, according to
K club president Kory

CIrCIL.

t
To be sold in the Spartan Bookthe izrade
store at 6 sents
cards are stami ied-poist cards

AMAZING
NATURAL

M7v-TATVER
4,12,111.4.LBY:
SHERATON
LABORATORIES
Naturally-

TO

K activities on campus such as
fall and spring reg line work and
Operation Thanksgiving. Community service projects to benefit will include the Santa Clara
Valley Medical Center, Juvenile
Hall, and the YMCA Camp Campbell in the Santa Cruz Mountains
Circle K is a men’s semi..
group and is the largest men’u
collegiate

and sophomore women, Sunday,
May 17.
New officers for the fall semester were chosen at the initia-

Th,

with 800 college and university
clubs in the United States and
Canada.

rusiness Students
Receive Honors
At Annual Dinner

4VE . .

92 co 1st

FREE Booklet

COMFUTF_R CAREERS

PA, I
im needs script writers for
,i. "All, audio tapes. Gen. bkard. in
’
collects,.
or Science. Min. 2 yrs.
or writing exp. Hiring now for
- June. Call Miss West, 327.9121.
SALE. Ice Cream, Soft Drink vending
rr ,
Part or full time. Must have
lice,.se. We train. Mr. Edwards
d
359 No Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297-4228.
INSIDE SALES - men, good salary.
Start today, 22 hrs, a week. Work until
.ummer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S.
St Re, 207.
MONEY -Motivated: Sales minded men
eested in fantastic future with one
; largest recreational land developers.
..’1 lnhn Zevitas, sales director, Great
r’.-...ieorrnent Co., Hayward, Calif.
EEO -1514.
THE ENDLESS SUMMEX-FAay May 77

XEROX
3’

sr c

VW

Make advance

’7% C Computor
Mernbc.- NATTS
354 Mall (Adam -1

OUR WORK IS
ayes
tH.I.NTEEP

Free Collating
Open week nights ’til 9
Sat. and Sun. ’til 5

CAMPUS COPY
480 S.
295-7773

*ROL DATA

In’: OFF WITH THIS AD

C 0 P P OR A ;L’ ON

HarnbLr.

1Inr,ry Says:

Save 210

-N

a Big Barney,
(Get
1
French Fries and Coke
now for

1

just 69c
1...s.
osTsmes,

If you maven I ’ IA .1 B.g B irney, you don’t know what you’re miss
mg! Two delirious namtigrger patties, cheese, lettuce, pickle, and
-or own speo,..41SaUCP on a double -deck bun.
"

H""gr’eS hit,

hit the

nEnnis.nr:

. .T.

oRt. LOSAtIOS.

i.V111

REPAIR,

and Santa

Clara

.(1),,. 295-9679
Reg. 90c
If ’ill, this ad

MGB,
68 VW In

lppointment for thesis

CONTROL DATA INSTITUTE
25 N. 14th Ii. Jose 95,1/
286-9672
An Educ-t;onal Licensee of

ii’ q, Gc.,,d pay. Send a descrip: y: ursnlf to BLF STUDIOS Be,
SINGER GUITARIST, Male on ;easel,.
-/ Cnntant A
269.1E44.

11111111===1111

lt MORE PER COPY

Train on IBM 360 Computer

c

OUTDOOR THEATER
’ 2 ’

low, THESIS BOA!)

Salaries
lob f!pportuottlet
Career Advancemere
Training Requirtmanta

A

GRAD. STUD. to share Lg. Los Gatos apt.
with same or vet. Summer session and Fall.
Very reasonable rpnt. Call Bill eves after 6.
354.’086.
UP TO 3 FEMALE roommates needed to
,hare hocse for summer. $45/mo. 540 So.
Srh 297 4063.
NEED FALL ROOMMATE. Senior or Gred
woman. Straight. $47.50/mo. Quiet one
bedrnom apt 287-1384.
FEMALE Roommate wanted to share 2
bdrm. house with one other. $85. ea /inch
Upper div. or grad. preferred. Call 292E727
TOWN HOUSE, I girl for sum. and
bath mod. $43 sum,
2
;
o
cam, 287.7071.
NONADIV. SINGLE GIRL 21 +
595 no,
. .
’ ,
n
E’ f-: Mary 195.0294.
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for
2 bth, apt. with sun
2
.
4.
Pent $35/mo. Call
24" 44
it 287.9914.
WANTED:
I c. apt., house, or du’
n wr next fall. Call Janet,
ire -2

FLYING ACES CAMPUS t .

IS OCR SPECIALTY

Answers Your QuesLons
About:

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDEDUpper L
Pref. OWN ROOM. $50 rno.
I 5 bdrm. house w/3 others. 330 S. 12th St.
28,-5039.

NEW MODELING AGENCY

THE ENDLESS SUMMER

THESIS

Free Body Estimates

Star Motor
Imports

Salvation Army who will be represented here from 1 to 4 p.m..
and for the Red Cross and Pacific School of Religion both here
on Thursday.

S. Market
286-6500

375

Spartan Daily Classifieds

School of Business I., I
honored two &IS studimi
..t the 12th annual Achievement
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
Banquet. Awards were presenteil
I) YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 7:3C
liy administrator Milburn
Hawthorne Way, S.J. 186
Wright to 1.orel Ann Klnh,21.
business major, ii Ii
enior
1.11nle the first student e.er te NONPROFIT FLYING CLUB needs
pilots. Four air.,
receive the two top awards of the
o fees & monthly
-paytment. Miss Kish won the
Cert. i..yht instructors avail. 246.
.
LII ha Al Sint for women
;Intl the Francis R. Holden A.varil LEARN TO FLY FOR LESS. Join tl-c
t":’s for Academic Excellence with
-2 - 814.CC
i
(IBA of 3.8.
-’
Al.o honored was James NI.
23, also a senior tiiHN CAR RALLYE, STANFORD SHOPPING
’
Alpha
the
who won
!11110
.! 1111 i1

Baecron Piscounf

Accrec

Department 11.1.resentat Ives will
be on campus Friday from 9 to
12 p.m. giving general information to liberal arts students.
Sign-ups are continuing for the

Santa Clara County Social
Services Department has been
added to the agencies and organizations participating In the
Social Services Carvers Week.

organization

service

Parts and Labor
with ASB card
Yon bring it in and
i’11 fix it
overhaul
lube
brakes

Award for the former member
who retains the highest GPA
throughout all four years of college.
Membership in Alpha Lambda
Delta is open to all women at
SJS who achieve a 3.5 overall
GPA during either semester of
their freshman year.

Social Service Careers Week Now Under Way at SJS

The

OW AT:
THE PL ,4

with lines to provide name 01
course, final exam grade. course
grade, and instructor’s initials.
The idea was adopted from the
Cal State Long Beach Circle K
club which has had the propect
there for the last three years.
Like CSCI.B, grades will be
mailed out at SJS about three
veeks after the final exams are
ken.
Profits from the grade cards
it be used in promoting Circle

lion, and special achievement
awards were presented to two
club members.
Candy
Osterman won
the
scholarship award for the sophomore member maintaining the
highest grade point average. a
4.0, and Marlene Nunes, a senior,
received the Maria Leonard Book

Eight new members were initiated into the SJS chapter of Alpha Lambda Delta, national honorary organization for freshmen

10% OFF

New, Rebuilt or Used
nin Labor & Parts. I wit
or wrecked VW.
Si. _292.3768.
:ntorior, w/wheels,
-J., very clean, $1350.
3 oi.i-4s fro

FANTASTIC! 470 Luxury apts. Now tak
arp.=, for summer & fall. VERY
e,,,m-er rates. Call Bobbi or Steve
470 So. 11th St.
PRIVATE ROOM, Kitchen priv. $50/mo
Nice a:
$35/mo. Tele. and Oil
pd,
’y. Lome House, 621 S. 60.
5666 or See Manager Apt
St. Ca 7

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
MOB ’68
L
pool, 7 min. from campus
12 GOO. Pickett Siider...
- 3ers. Call Mari 259-7621.
2 HOUSES (Fern.) Available on June
cnn
MGS
.
,m 5 persons. Prefer lease
.,s. etn.
I c -, June. 295-7438,
1 c
or best
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED - to
share 2 bdrm., 2 bath apt. Starting June
1959 VW Bug - lust overhauled. Good 26. 1695 after 5:30.
-fo - Sacrifice at $475. Jos,
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED foi
.
$32.50 ’mo. Large, two -bedroom
64 MG SEDAN 1100. Excellent condH r
- , Call 286-5122.
$675 or best offer. Call Judy 287SUMMER RENTAL: 2 bedroom house
Ch.,,e to campus. $150/mo. Call 287
61 VW CAMPS R W/SUNROOF. $1075 3929.
.2-4 6.10 a.m.
’ 7
TOWNHOUSES - Quiet, built-in west
.
mech, cond. ens, summer rates. 446 & 679 So. Ilth
MILK TRUCK
i
7
2’ I. 289.8254.
One bdrm. $100, two bdrm. $130. 296
59A -H 100-6 LEAVING COUNTRY. Must 7143.
315 So. Ilth FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED-Age
21.23, Royal Lanai Apts. $55/mo. Cal
VW 58
ard Looks Good. $375. 258 5130 eves, and weekends.
GIRLS 3 bdrm., 2 bath apt. for ren
CHEV ’64. El Camino, 327 4-speed. post. for the summer. $135/mo. Call 295
- -- AM FM radio, new paint. 609.
’
cm. 292-4749.
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share a mod.
’57 ChIEV. BEL AIR. 4 door, R/H. a
rt, close to campus. May n
exc. co -d. $300. Call 324-2425. Po
Pee 286-2859/293-3665
LRG. 3 BDRM. 2 bth. apt. wilrg. I
who’58 VW VAN, New fires.
,nd maybe Fall occupancy
M,t
, Rue’
-Cl,, only 292.6277.
i’I 1943
SUMMER ONLY Large 3 bdrm. fur.
hen.,
7 :
’62 VALIANT
I house. Large backyard, close to
Mm 7"
5.
s. $225. Call 287.4924 or 286
’64 CORVA1R

U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
B its, Bell Bottom Pants, Navy Pea Coats.
t Hippie Fashions: Furs, Leather Vest and
Hats, Fur Coats, London Bobbie Capes
& many other goodies. Jack and Pat’s
3rd Hand Store, 375 E. Hadding between 8th & 9th St. 293-4651.
SURPLUS - G.1. and COMMERCIAL
. field jackets, pea coots, bell bott. pants,
clothing, polyfoarn. camping supplies
back packing gear, boots. BARGAIN
260 N. 1st St. Hdurs: 9-6. Closed
nini, 787 1542
RECORD & TAPE SALEI I have con.
with a wholesaler and can sup
, A fl-e current LP records & taper
it a us’, discount. All $5.00 LP’s seli
Ion $3.06; $6.00 LP’s for $3.62, etc. All
es are on a special order basis. Place
, or order by Tues., pick.up Fri. of the
, week. Hours 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
1.1 S. Call & place an order. 298
- - 12th St. Ws legit.
BASS.
,,ena Hollow body w/case. Pert
new. Was $325. I’m broke tor 590. 779-2242,
SHEPHERD-COLLIE PUPS, Female 9
- I. $15. Call 258.4336.
OCEAN VIEW. 101/3 Ac.. Elect., Spring
ns, riding trails. 8 mi. above
$21.500. 266.5923.
mARSALS HOUSE OF SURPLUS. 124
Clara St. Between 3rd and 4th
10.6: Monday. Thursday, and
’I 8:30 p.m. G.I. Clothing
Supplies, and General Mee

r-’uRN. 2 BDRM DPLX. 6 blks, fr. sell, ’
sly $130/mo. Pd. Oil. -4
wshr. & dryer. Call 292.9719
WANTED: Maleup-div. or grad to o
look for 2 bdrm. apt, for sum. or fall
Non-smoker prefd. 286-8762 aft. 7.
SUMMER SUBLET. Married couple
2 girls fo share (urn, 3 bdrm. 2 bath
house w/I girl. 295-1255.
MALE IUMMATE for sum. as of June
3, Share 2 bdrm. with 1 other. Pool 21/4
blks, from campus. $57.50/mo. Pref.
working, non-smoking grad student. Call
287.7665 bet. 4:30 & 5:00.
FEMALE SUMMER STUDENT LOOKING for same to share apt. 243.6589.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
SUMMER,
SUMMER. Call 286-4777. 1 bdrm. apt.
850/mo. Ask for Vicki.
MIK-to-PREPARE EVENING MEALS
- M -F, all meals Sat. & Sun. Rm. &
Board plus sm, sal., near SJS. Call 293
2904,
FOR LEASE, 2 large room in Victor;
House near 10th and Williams $150 pri
-,. rent. Call J, Barrow 287-4900.
TWO ROOMMATES needecr for house
I.’ Semester. Ask for Dale or Don
Rent $50.00 per month.
HOUSE - FURNISHED. Roomy and at.
-ve, Accommodates eight. Close to
, is. Has garage and other off street
,
1. Will be aval’able starting Junn.
252-4247.

GUILD ACCOUSTIC GUITAR w/cese.
$100. Gibson amp 2.8’s
,rd everb. Good cond. $100
257-3481 room 10I4C High Rise
SUNN AMPI ITIER FOR SALE. 2 17 in.
’ :500
4142

,,

TYPING - thesis, term papers, etc.
experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674
BEAT INFLATION - Make fine wine
products. SJ HOME BOTTLER. 309
STOCKTON. 2.7 p.m. 287.0370.
EXPERT DRESS MAKING - Call Mrs.
Doris Lau at 225-4270.

RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPS
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 251.
2598.
MALE OWN BEDROOM. Al utilities FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
purpose including environmental por". -. -Id house. traits, model composites, weddings, art
f-EMALE ROOMMATES 1r summer. 2 pictures. Call Rich Kelso 286-1139.
294-1635.
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Setectric
DUPLEX - SUMMER ONLY. 2 bdrm Term Papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
.
& garb pd. Barker, 294.0076. Weekdays only 6-6.
i
6. Set. & Sun. MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - Annual
couples._
12 7,4
liability rates. 100 cc/328, 300 cc/$38
F,r-MALE ROOKIMAIE NEEDED for fall, 450 cc/W. Call Mr. Neal, 241-3900.
campus. AUTO INSURANCE as low as 8108 pm
year for married, good students. Alsc
STUDIO APT.
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244.9600.
-- EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
SUMMER RENTALS
1 :ate Master’s - Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris Ave
party rm. 1 H.
$45/mo. 294- Call 371-0395, San Jose.
1581.
STEREO RENTALS-portable or console
Call Esche’s, 251-2598.
TYPING Term papers, Letters. Fast, Accurate, Reasonable. Electric. In Sunny734-1451.
’JNPLANNED PREGNANCY? We offer vale.
.nselird. Call Chiidren’s Home FRENCH LESSONS - Materia’s not
available 11 a.m..2 p.m. Christine N.
203.8940.
293.99C4.
THE ENDLESS SUMMER Friday May 22 373 E. San Fernando,
7 & 10 p.m. 50c.
(9)
TRANSPORTATION
40W LONG MUST WE PUT UP WITH
’EAR and violence. Dial Peace of Mind,
’94.3333 and rend Hailelujah Times.
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $165
IF YOU DON’T know your politicians. one way-$289 round trip. Japan. 8358
<rpw your God. Seek the Supreme Pow- Contact Prof. Maga, 293-1033.
er for truth and guidance. Love is the LOOKING FOR STUDENTS to share exlnly weapon against war. God is source penses for round trip to Anchorage
of all love. He loves you. Go alone & Alaska via Aztec Airplane !Twin engine).
-enort S, prey & He’ll answer you. It’s Will leave right after finals. Round trip
ar
$275. Cal’

4 linos
5 linei-

6 linos
Add this
amount for
each add’
bona! line

o

O

To Place
an ad:

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

111111==1111

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
-N
(
,...)
..
_
,..,.--a.
’v

MON.-WED.-FRI.
II -I - 1:30-3:30

TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 - 2-4

Send in handy order blank

...

Enclose cash or check.
V.40111

.0
. , .,.
/- 7._
-....v
. ..

, ..
. ,. .
,.
%

1

Make check out to Spartan

i

Daily Classifieds.

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

I1j5 PESI6h1E9 FOR MAXIMUM PRcirCTION."

’

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 lines-

HELP WAN,TED 141
, BRITISH STUDENT: Short of rash, need’
I lob now. Any yftersln Call 293.2618. I

.1.

EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DIS
:Tour -ITS available to holders of the
afinnal student identity card. Fin
-lo regarding travel discounts and pun
SERVICES fel
chase of card. CONTACT: International
St.dent Club of America. 11687 Set
AUTO INSURANCE - Annual Liability Vicente Blvd. #4, L.A., Calif.90049
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 end 1213) 843.5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
op 893. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Mn. Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. 14151 84).
Toll 241-3900.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Fast 1857EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Several
Can edit. 5 miles from campus Mrs. As summer flights $270.$325 - roundtrip,
anian-298-4104.
$150 one way. Coordinator: Professor
Frank Petal, 247 Roycroft. Lena Beech
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
curate. Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter Phone. 90803. 438.2179.
244-6581,
EUROPE, July & Aug. College grad
wants either guy or gal to travel with,
FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yeti
shareet
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert g le r f un
Stan,ec10
n9687P3e3;.ses. Plan trip to.
Hall, 440 W. Taylor, Si, 298.2303.
,
Erwce L. Lock
MARGIE F. 1
icrward to this weekend.

No Mende on cancelled ads Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each lIno)

Throe days Four days livo days

One day

Two days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

-ex
’lip

.50

.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Permute (7)
Announcement’ (1)
1:1 Help Wanted (4)
Swaim (8)
Automotive (2)
Li Housing (5)
iraosowtotwo
Far Sal (3)
0 Last wed Fend (6)

Print Name

For

Addreee

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Plass allow 2 days after prolog ter ad Is appor.

- - ---

--------

Days

